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:.01 This section covers the methods used in placing, replacing, lowering, and

removing aerial service (drop wire) .

1.02 This section is reissued to include information on the ASW-1/18 l/2-F (F drop

wire) disposable carton/dispenser (Comc~jde 103893640).

PROPRIETARY

Not for use cr disclosure outside Southwestern Bell
Telephone Company except under written agreement.
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In placing a drop wire, the following basic principals are to be followed:

(a) Locate the wire dispenser and lay the wire without causing a hazard to

pedestrians or motorists.

(b) Raise the drop wire with a handline while standing at ground level

whenever the drop wire is to cross a roadway or other hazards.

(c) Wear insulating gloves whenever there is a possibility that the drop wire

or handline may come in contact with power wires.

Avoid placing a drop wire over streetcar or electrified bus wires (750 volts

or less) or secondary power conductors if other means of installing the wire

is practical. Under no conditions shall a drop wire be placed over primary

supply conductors.

All poles must be visually examined (some require testing) before climbing or

placing a ladder against a pole or strand, as described in Section

6~O_131_(310. Whenever it is necessary to place an extension ladder against a

suspension strand, test the strand as described in Section 460-300-110.

Drop wires shall be placed so the clearances specified in Section 462-070-015

are met.

In placing or replacing a drop wire, except when crossing over a streetcar or

electrified bus wire, the basic concept of having the individual technician

control the entire work operation has proved to be the safest manner to

perform this task.

On busy or high speed roadways where traffic must be controlled, to safely

place a drop wire, obtain the assistance of another technician. In some

cases, it may be necessary to seek the assistance of the local law enforcement

agency to control the traffic.

Whenever it is necessary to alert or divert oncoming traffic, or guard any

part of the work area, place appropriate warning devices as described in

Section 620-135-010.

2. PRECAUTIONS

2.01 Never place a drop wire over primary power conductors.

2oo~ Insulating gloves shall be worn by technicians when performing operations

where the handline or drop wire may come in contact with the power wires.
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2.03 The handline used for raising a drop wire shall be free from metallic strands

and preferably dry.

2.04 When necessary to carry the handline up a pole or ladder, secure one end of

the handline to the B handline carrier (Fig. 1) . The steel loop of the B

handline carrier is designed to release the handline if it is placed under

tension. If a B handline carrier is not available, double the end of the

handline back on itself and place the loop under the side or back of the body

belt, so it will be readily released when placed under tension.

BODY BELT

~RAWHIDE STRAP

.:,

L ‘

STEEL LOOP

Fig. 1 - B Handline Carrier

2.05 Never release the drop wire or attachment from a span while working inside the

angle formed by the wire.

2.06 DANGER : Foreign voltage can be present on buildings covered with metal

siding. Test sidinq with the 188A test set or similar test equipment

before starting any work. Refer to Section 081-705-102 for use of the

188A test set. When attaching galvanized attachments on buildings with

aluminum siding in highly corrosive areas (industrial and marine) , apply a

coating of KS-14681 L1 antitrust compound to

contact to prevent corrosive action.

2.07 Avoid working from a ladder placed against a

crossing a wire run or in any other position

to loosening of the attachments, would cause

aluminum siding at the point of

building with the side rails

where movement of the wire, due

an accident.
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2.08 When a drop wire is to be attached to a span clamp, place the base of the

extension ladder on the field side of the suspension strand, not in the

roadway. If there is no street or highway adjacent to the span clamp, place

the ladder against the strand, opposite the drop wire run to the building.

2.09 In placing or replacing a drop wire, precautions must be taken to ensure that

the drop wire or handline will not slide along or become disengaged from its

support. Whenever there is such a possibility, place a temporary guide to

enclose the drop wire by any one of the following methods:

● At strand - attach an E span clamp.

● At pole - attach a C bridle ring.

● At building attachment - use a short piece of ground wire to form a guide

loop as shown in Fig. 2.

APPROX I IN LOOP
FOR HANOLINE.

\

SHORT LENGTH
\

OF GROUND WIRE. \
3 HALF TWISTS

TO SECURE
GUIDE LOOP.

ANGLE SCREW

APPROX. I IN LOOP
FOR HANOLINE.

DROP WIRE HOOK

APPROX I IN. LOOP
FOR HANOLINE.

—.——
-’- r-r--+

———————. ---1
HOUSE BRACKET

TEMPORARY “S” KNOB
OR 2-1/2 IN NO 18
GALV. WOOD SCREW
ANO 7/16 IN X I IN

ROUNO WASHER

PE.

“S” KNOB

Fig. 2 - Temporary Guide Loop
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3. -PLACING DROP WIRE OVER ROADWAY USING CARTON/DISPENSER

A. No Interference

3.01 When drop wire is to be placed over a roadway, free of any interference, place

the wire in the following manner:

(a) Install the building attachment and secure the clrop wire to this

attachment. Complete building run and keep drop wire dispenser near the

building to avoid accidents or damage to wire (Fig. 3) .

“VIEWING PORT

DISPENSER SHOULD REMAIN
NEAR BUILDING WHILE INSTALLING

BUILDING RUN

Fig. 3 - Drop Wire Attached to Building

(b) From the ground level, throw or place

arm, drive hook, or cross arm so both

length in the portion of the handline

a handiine over the strand, guard

enc?s reach the grcund. Leave excess

towards the building. After the

handline is in place, tie it to the base of the Fole or lower rur,gs of the

ladder to avcid interference with pedestrians or vehicles. If it is

necessary to climb the pole or ladder to place the handline, install drop

wire support as needed.
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(c) Carr!y the drop wire dispenser from the buildifig to the edge of the

roadway, paying out sufficient slack to ensure the wire rests flat on the

ground. Use viewing port on side of dispenser for estimating amount of

wire remaining in carton (Fig. 4) .

—-———..__.r

I’iq. 4 - Viewing Port on Dispenser

(d) When no traffic is approaching, carry the drop wire dispenser across the

roadway to the previously placed handline, paying out the wire so it rests

flat on the ground.

~o~E : If a solid rubber tire vehicle (not air inflated tires) passes

over the wire, return the drop wire reel back to the building

side of the roadway and pull the wire from the roadway. Inspect

the wire for possible damage and replace or repair if necessary.

(e) Release the handline from the base of the pole or ladder. Estimate the

amount of drop wire needed to reach the terminal. Cut the drop wire and

tape the end of the drop from the building to the handline. (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5 - Handline Taped to Drop Wire

(f) After cutting drop wire, place plug in wire dispenser hole (Fig. 6) .

Fig. 6 - Plug in Wire Dispenser Hole
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(g) Tape t-he drop wire to the handline as shown in Fig. 7. The handline must

be long enough so both ends are accessible from the ground during the

entire raising operation.

DIRECTION OF PULL. —~

t--
APPROX 4 IN

1

I 3 wRAPS OF 314 IN.
FRICTION TAPE AROUNO I
I

OROP WIRE ONLY.

/’l I
n

1

&APPROX 3 IN -+

3 WRAPS OF TAPE AROUNO
OROP WIRE ANO HANOLINE. /

I
SINGLE HALF-LAPPEO LAYERs
OF TAPE AROUND OROP WIRE

ANO HAN OLINE TO END OF WIRE.

Fig. 7 - Alternate Tie to Prevent Snagging

(h) Grasp the free end of the handline and, when no vehicles or pedestrians

are approaching, raise the drop wire as shown in Fig. 8. If it is

necessary to remove excess slack from the span as the wire is being

raised, pull the wire and handline over the strand to obtain clearance as

needed.
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Fig. 8 - Raising Drop Wire - Dispenser Method

(i) After the drop wire has been raised to the approximate required height,

secure the handline to the base of the pole (Fig. 9) or to the lower rungs

of the ladder.
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-7$.,’ ~..~.,. “...
,..

2.”. ,. i’
*.

?.,

7

Fig. 9 - Drop Wire Raised to Approximate Height - Dispenser Method

(j) Climb the pole or ladder and attach drop wire to the pole or strand

without removing handline from the drop wire. When attaching drop wire to

a span clamp, the ladder will force the strand out of line. Make

necessary adjustments to ensure proper sag and clearance after the ladder

is removed.

(k) Remove handline from drop wire and complete connection.
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B. Tree Interference

3.G2 Placing drop wire through trees shall be avoided when practical. However, if

trees cannot be avoided, proceed in the following manner:

(a) When the tree is located on the same side of the roadway as the building:

(1) Place the drop wire dispenser on the side toward the pole line. If

the tree overhangs the road, the dispense: shall not be placed in the

road unless it is properly guarded by means of a company truck or

safety cone.

(2) Warning: The handline and drop wire shall not overhang the road

unless properly quarded. If practical, park the company truck so it

will shield the handline and drop wire . Place the handline in the

desired location among branches of the tree. Attach the drop wire and

pull into position among the branches. A wire raising tool may be

used to facilitate this operation.

(3) Attach drop wire to building, as covered in paragraph 3.01, making

sure the wire rests flat on the ground between tree and building.

(4) Complete wire run across roadway to pole or span clamp as covered in

paragraph 3.01 (b) through (k).

(b) Procedure where tree is located in the immediate vicinity of pole or span

clamp:

(1) Warning: The handline shall not overhang the street ~lnless quarded.

If practical, position the company truck so it will shield the

handline. Place handline over strand, guard arm, drive hook, or cr~~s

arm and among the tree branches as illustrated in Fig. 10, so the drop

wire may be raised into position. A wire raising tool may be used to

facilitate this operation. After the handline is placed, tie it off

to the pole or lower rungs of the ladder to avoid interference with

pedestrians or vehicles.
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1\\\
[

I
ON OPPOSITE SIOE OF

[

\.
STRANOFROMBUILOING
WITH ITS ENOJUST
TOUCHING GROUND.

1( II

Y SOUARE KNOT. SERVE
END OF DROP WIRE
AROUNO ITSELF WITNCUT
SHARP BENDS.

PORTION HANDLINE ON SAME SIOEOF \
STRANOAS BUILDING WITH A

DROP WIRE TO BUILDING

SUFFICIENT LENGTH COILEOON
RESTING FLATON

GROUND SO ASTOBE ACCESSIBLE HIGHWAY.

DURING ENTIRE RAISING OPERATION.

Fig. 10 - Drop Wire Tied to Handline

(2) Place the drop wire as covered in paragraph 3.01 (a) through (d) and

raise the wire at the pole of strand end of the span as outlined in

Steps (3), (4), (5) and (6).

(3) With the drop wire crossing the roadway and resting flat on the

ground, remove sufficient wire from drop wire dispenser to reach the

terminating point.

(4) Cut and tape the drop wire to the handline as shown in Fig. 7. The

handline must be long enough so both ends are accessible from the

ground during the entire raising operation.

(5) When no vehicles or pedestrians are approaching, raise the drop wire

by pulling the end of the handl.ine placed over the strand or pole

attachment. If necessary, the handline can be pulled in either

direction to work the drop wire into position as shown in Fig. 11.
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/
HANDLINE ATTACHED TO DROP WIRE
AT THIS POINT

\
\‘+

\\
\

1>’
. .-— ~ .-

---
——-

Y /x RAISE OROP WIRE TO APPROXIMATE
REQuIRED HEIGHT BY PULLING
PORTION OF HANO LINE ON OPPOSITE
SIDE OF ST RANO FROM BUILOING

\~oNTRo~ TH,spo~T,~~oF
HANOLINE SO THAT DROP WIRE CAN
BE PULLED BACK AND FORTH TO
CLEAR TREE BRANCHES ANO CAN BE
PULLED TO GROUNDIF NECESSARY

Fig. 11 - Raising Drop Wire

(6) After the wire has been raised to the approximate height, tie the

handline to the base of the pole or to the lower rungs of the lddder

and complete the operat~.on as outlined in paragraph 3.01 (j) and (k) .

4. PLACING DROP WIRE OTHER THAN OVER ROADWAY USING CARTON/DISPENSER——

A. Between Building and Pole or Strand

4.01 When placing a drop wire which does not cross a roadway, follow the methods

outlined in paragraph 3.01 or 3.02.

(a) Place the handline over the strand, guard. arm, drive hook, or cross arm

and raise the drop wire to the approximate required he~ght and secure the

handline to the pole or strand.
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(b) Attach t.hc drop wire to the pole or strand without removing the handline

until the drop wire is secured.

B. Between Two Buildings

4.02 Place drop wire between two buildings in the same manner as a building to pole

run, providing as much sag as practical and still maintaining proper

clearance . However, after attaching the drop wire to the first building:

(a) Place the handline in the drop wire attachment at the second building.

(b) Pay out the drop wire from the first building attachment so it rests flat

on the ground.

(c) At the dispenser, with the handline, cut and tape the drop wire to the

handline.

(d) From ground level, raise the drop to the desired height.

(e) Tie the handline to a substantial and secure support near

building.

the base of the

(f) Ascend the ladder to attach the drop wire clamp and complete the drop wire

rurl.

5. PLACING DROP WIRE C)VER SECONDARY POWER SUPPLY

5.01 When there is no alternative and a drop wire must be placed over secondary

power wires, follc)w the same procedures outlined in other parts of this

practice and:

(a) Wear insulating gloves.

(b) Do not allow wire to contact other body parts.

(c) Minimize the amount of time a drop wire or handline is exposed to a

secondary power source by placing and raisir,g the wire without delay.

(d) Throw or place a dry handl.ine over the secondarj~ conductors, tape or tie

the drop wire to the hanclline and from the ground level from the second

building attachment at pole or strand.
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6. PLACING DROP WIRE OVER STREETCAR OR ELECTRIFIED BUS WIRE (750 VOLTS OR LESS) USING

CARTON/DISPENSER

6.01 When placing a drop wire over streetcar or electrified bus wire, t-he following

additional precautions are to be taken:

● Two technicians shall be used for this operation.

● Both technicians shall wear insulating gloves.

● A dry handline shall be placed in the span over the streetcar or

electrified bus power supply to pull the drop wire.

● One technician shall control the dispenser end of the wire, while the

other technician exerts a strain on the handline to pull the drop wire.

● The drop wire should not be permitted to contact a streetcar or

electrified bus wire.

● When necessary, obtain assistance of the local law enforcement agenc~y on

busy or high speed roadways.

6.02 Proceed as follows:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

If the span over the streetcar or electrified bus wire is to extend from a

building to a pole, install the building attachment. In a pole to pole

span, fasten the attachment at the pole.

If there is any possibility that the drop wire or handline could become

disengaged during a pulling operation, place a temporary guide as

described in paragraph 2.09.

Estimate and pace off the amount of wire to be placed. Cut the drop wire

and tape it to the handline (Fig. 7) .

When no vehicles or pedestrians are approaching, one technician is to

throw the free end of the handline over the streetcar or electrified bus

wire , while the other technician, using a warning flag, is alert for any

oncoming traffic.

If the drop wire is to extend to a. pole or strand, throw or place the

handline over the attachment and pull the slack out of the handline.

If the drop wire extends to a building attachment, place the handline over

the drive hook or other support and pull the slack out of the handline.
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(g) With the handline in place, one technician mai~ltains a strain on the

handline while the other technician secures the drop wire to the handline

as shown in Fig. 10. Any slack in the handline and drop wire is to be

pulled taut and secured.

(h) The drop wire can be safety pulled over the streetcar or electrified bus

wire, with one technician controlling the action of the drop wire

dispenser and the other technician pulling the drop wire across the span

with the handline.

(i) The handline is to be tied to the base of the pole or ladder after a

sufficient length is obtained for terminating purposes.

(j) The drop wire is to be secured to its attachment at the dispenser end of

the drop wire and then at the terminating end, always maintaining

sufficient tension on the wire to keep it clear of the streetcar or

electrified bus wire.

(k) Verify that the drop wire clearance conforms to the requirements in

Section 462-070-015.

(1) Place a wire guard at the point where the drop wire crosses the streetcar

or electrified bus wire.

7. REPLACING DROP WIRE

A. Over Roadway, Secondary Wires, or Other Hazards (Not Streetcar or Electrified Bus

Wires)

7.01 When it is necessary to replace a defective drop wire, the same basic

principals outlined in this practice on the placing of the wire must be

followed. The existing drop wire can be used as a means to pull in the new

drop wire. Proceed as follows when the existing drop wire has a normal sag:

I?(JTE: See paragraph 7.02 if a taut span is encountered.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Locate the drop wire dispenser at the building, pole, or strand.

Firmly tape

wire beyond

the new drop wire at the building attachment to the existing

the drop wire clamp.

Warning: Never release the drop wire or attachment from a span while—..

workinq inside the angle formed by the wire. Ascend the pole or ladder

and remove the old drop wire and clamp from its attachment and place the

new wire in the drop wire hook or similar attachment.
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(d)

(e)

(f)

(9)

At the terminating end of the drop wire, secure a ha]ldline to the base of

the pole or ladder. Ascend the pole or ladder and firmly secure the rope

to the existing drop wire with tape at a point in the span beyond the drop

wire clamp.

Release the drop wire clamp from its attachment and remove it frcm the

existing drcp wire. Cut the old drop wire end near the rope.

Descend the pole or ladder and pull in the replacement wire from the

ground level. After allowing the required amount of wire for terminating,

tie off the handline at the base ot the pole or ladder.

Place and secure the necessary attachments at the dispenser end of the

drop wire and then at the terminating end.

B. Taut Span

7.02 Special precautions shall be taken when a taut drop wire span is encountered.

Technicians are alwa~~s expected to visually examine poles before climbing or

working from a strand or pole supported equipment as covered ~n Section

620-131-010, but it is more important when confronted with .1 taut span. A

damaged or defected pole may be the cause of the ta~~t wire.

7.03 Before replacing or lowering a taut span, release the tension in the span in

the following manner:

(a) Tie the handline to the base of the pole or to the lower rungs of the

extension ladder.

(b) Disconnect the drop wire from the terminal and remove the free end from

the rings on the pole.

(c) Place a temporary drop wire clamp on the wire, about 1 foot out in the

span. Seat the clamp firmly on the wire.

(d) Pass a loop of the handline through the tail of the temporary drop wire

clamp. Apply enough strain to relieve the ter’sion on the original drop

wire clamp ar.d secure the handline.

(e) Remove

on the

(f) slowly

to its

and relocate the original drop wire clamp to allow rear normal sag

drGp wire.

release the strain on the hand]ine and secure the drop wire clamp

original. attachment.
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(g) Remove the temporary drop wire clamp and proceed to replace or remove the

drop wire as covered in other parts of this practice.

C. Over Streetcar or Electrified Bus Wires (750 Volts or Less)——

7.04 When replacing a drop wire span over a streetcar or electrified bus power

supply, follow the procedures described in paragraph 7.01 and take additional

precautions specified in Part 6, which includes:

● Two technicians shall be used for this operation.

● Insulating gloves must be worn.

● One technician shall control the dispenser end of the span and the other

technician at the pulling end.

● The drop ~;ire is to be pulled in without contacting a streetcar or

electrified bus wire.

6. LOWERING DROP WIRE

8.01 Warning: The lowering of a taut drop wire span requires that special. precau-

tions be taken to ensure that the wire is lowered safely. The excessive

strain on a taut span must be released, as covered in——— paragraph 7.02, before

the drop wire is lowered. A wire span may be dropped from a pole providing

conditions are such that:

(a) The drop wire doe~ r,ot cross over a roadway, a streetcar or electrified

bus wire, or a secondary power wire.

(b) The drop wire will not interfere with pedestrians or cause property

damage.

(c) The drop wire wili nclt be struck by passing vehicles.

If any of these conditions are present, the span shall be lowered by the

handline method described in paragraphs 8.02 and 8.03.

A. Lowering Wire Span From a Pole or Strand

8.02 Lower the drop wire from its attachment on a pole or strand in the following

manner:

(a) Lash a llandline securely to the base of the pole or ladder rungs, allowing

a sufficient length on the ground so both ends will be accessible from the

grounci level until the wire has been lowered.
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(b) Warning: The handline shall not overhang the street unless it is—

~roperly yuarded. If practical, park the company vehicle so it will

shield the handline. Throw or place the other end of the handline over

the strand, guard arm, drive hook, or cross arm, so the end reaches the

ground. If the drop wire passes througl~ a tree in the immediate vicinity,

place the handline so it follows the route o.+ the wire through the tree.

A wire raising tool may be used to facilitate this operation. After the

handline has been placed, tie it to the base of the pole or ladder to

avoid interference from pedestrians or vehicles.

(c) Disconnect the drop wire from the terminal and release the free end up to

the drop wire clamp.

(d) Place a temporary drop wire clamp on the wire to be lowered, about 1 foot

out in the span. Seat the clamp firmly on the wire.

(e) Tie a loop of the handline to the tail of the temporary drop wire clamp so

the lashed end of the handline is sufficiently taut to remove tension from

the original drop wire clamp.

(f) Remove the original drop wire clamp from the drop wire, leaving the wire

suspended by the temporary drop wire clamp and the lashed end line.

(g) Return to the ground level. Untie the handline from the base of the poles

or ladder rungs, and, when no vehicles o.r pedestrians are approaching,

lower the drop wire to the ground. The technician shall have control of

both ends of the handline (Fig. 12) so a pull can be exerted in either

direction to work the drop wire among tree branches or to raise the wire

quickly if necessary.

kl

II HillIIN JEMWOYECLWERSCRC9

‘-4 ‘w--4’’J!iL“
[/ JJ—————.—~

.—
~’ ——__

72!! wI
C@4TROLSTH,S

IF HANDLINC so ——

P w,J?E CAN BE
——

. . . . . . . . . — —’ --—

Fig. 12 - Lowering Drop Wire
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B. Lowering Wire Span Between Buildings

8.03 The following method shall be used when it is necessary to lower a drop wire

between buildings with a handline:

(a) Select the end of the drop wire span at which the operation can be best

performed.

(b) Remove the drop wire from hardware attachments on the building up to the

first attachment. Do not remove the drop wire clamp which supports the

wire span.

(c) Place the handline over the drive hook or similar attachment, so the end

of the handline toward the span reaches the ground level. If there is a

possibility that the handline could become accidentally disengaged during

the lowering process, place a temporary guide to enclose the attachment as

described in paragraph 2.09.

(d) Place a temporary drop wire clamp on the wire to be lowered, about 1 foot

out in the span. Seat the clamp firmly on the wire.

(e) Tie a loop of the handline to the tail of the temporary drop wire clamp.

(f) Return to the ground. Pull the long end of the handline sufficiently taut

to remove tension from the original drop wire clamp. Tie the handline

firmly at the base of the building, supporting the wire span by means of

the temporary drop wire clamp and handline.

(g) Remove the original drop wire clamp from the building attachment.

(h) Return to the ground level with the handline and lower the drop wire to

the ground.

C. Lowerinq Wire Span Crossing Over Secondary Power Wires

8.04 When it is necessary to lower a drop wire span which crosses a secondary power

supply, follow the procedures outlined in paragraph 8.02 or 8.03 and:

(a) Wear insulating gloves.

(b) If the drop wire span to be lowered includes the end which was connected

to the terminal, cut off the exposed conductor ends.

(c) After lowering the drop wire to the ground level and removing the

temporary drop wire clamp, free the drop wire from the power contact

without delay.
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(cl) In the lowering process, the technician shall not contact the drcp wire

~Tith any part of the body other than with the insulating g].eves.

(e) If there is a possibility that the drop wire or handl.ine could become

disengaged during the operation, place a temporary guide as described in

paragraph 2.09.

D. Lowering Wire Span Crossing Over Streetcar or Electrified Bus Power Wires

8.05 When it is necessary f-~ remove ~1- lower a drop wire span crossing OVer a

streetcar or electrified bus power wire, the following additional protection

shall be taken.

● Two technicians shall be used for this operation.

● The span ever the streetcar or electrified bus power supply must be

lowered independently of any additional spans.

● Both technicians shall wear insulating gloves.

● A dry- handline, of sufficient length to reach across the streetcar or

electrified bus span, is to be used for this operation. The end to which

the long l~andline is attached depends upon job conditions.

● The drop wire end to which the long handlin.e is attached, should be

securely taped, jristead of being secured to a temporary drop wire clamp.

This will allow it to pass over or through any attachments.

● The drop wire should not be permitted tc, ccntact the streetcar or

electrified bus wire.

● Excessive strain on a taut drop wire span must first be released, as

covered in paragraph 7.03, before any other operations are begun.

● If there is a possibility that the drop wire or handline could become

disengaged during the operation, place a temporary guide as described in

paragraph 2.09.

8.06 Proceed in the following manner to remove the drop wire frcm the streetcar to

electrified bus span:

(a) Place the long handline over the strand, pole attachment, or building

attachment.

(b) Tape the free end of the handline to the drop wire at the drop wire clamp

toward the span.
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(c) Secure the handline by tying it to the base of the pole or lower ladder

rung. (In a building-to-building span, secure the handline to a stable

support at ground level.).

(d) Disconnect the drop wire from the terminal and its attachments (in a

builcling-to-building span, cut the drop wire) and remove the drop wire

clamp. Tile drop wire is now secui-ed to the long handline.

(e) At the other end of the span, secure another handline to the drop wire so

the pulling operation can be performed from the ground level as follows:

(1) Secure the handline to the base of the pole or lower rung of the

exterision ladder.

(2) Place the handline over the strand or pole attachment.

(3) Tape the handline to the drop wire at the clamp end toward the span.

(4) Remove the drop wire clamp (the entire span is now secured by both

handlines) .

NOTE : If the streetcar or el.ectrifieil bus span is attached to a

building, the additional handline would not be used for the

pulling operation.

(f) With both technicians at. the ground level, the clrop wire and handline can

be pulled across the span. An even steady strain should be applied to

keep the drop wire free of the streetcar or electrified bus contact.

(g) ‘rilelong hani!line, pulled across the span, is to be secured and can be

used to pull in the same or new drop wire.

9. PLACING DROP WIRE USING C DROP WIRE FEEL (AT 75g8)

A. No Interference

9.01 When a drop wire is to be placed over a roadway free of any interference,

place the wire in the following manner:

(a) Caution: Before Proceeding with the following operation, fasten the

inner end of the coil of drop wire securely to one of the riqid spokes

of the drop wire reel. Install the building attachment and secure the—

drop wire to this support. Complete building run and keep drop wire reel

near the building to avoid accidents or damage to wire (Fig. 13) .
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DROP WIRE PAYING OFF
FROM BOTTOM OF REEL

DROP WIRE REEL SHOULD REMAIN
NEAR BUILDING WHILE INSTALLING

8UILOING RUN

Fig. 13 - Drop Wire Attached to Building - Reel Method

(b) From the ground level, throw or place a handline over the strand, guard

arm, drive hook, or cross arm so that both ends reach the ground. Leave

excess length in the portion of the handline towards the building. After

the handline is in place, tie it to the base of the pole or lower rungs of

the ladder to avoid interference with pedestrians or vehicles. If it is

necessary to climb the pole or ladcler to place the handline, install any

drop wire support needed.

(c) Rcll the drcp wire reel from the building to the edge of the roadway,

paying out sufficient slack to ensure the wire rests flat on the ground.

(d) When no traffic is approaching, roll the drop wire reel across the roadway

to the previously placed handline, paying out the wire so it rests flat on

the ground.

NOTE : If a solid rubber tire vehicle passes over the wire, return the

drop wire reel back to the building side of the roadway and pull

the wire from the roadway. Inspect the wire for possible de.mage

and replace or repair if necessary.
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(e)

(f)

Release the

knot at the

wire at the

the roadway

handline from the base of the pole or ladder. Tie a bowline

end of the handline toward the building and around the drop

reel as shown in Fig. 14. Be careful not to raise the wire on

when securing the rope. Take up any excess wire on the reel.

I

Fig. 14 - Bowline Knot Placed Around Drop Wire

Set the brake of the drop wire reel so that when the wire is raised by the

handline there will be sufficient tension on the wire to enable it to be

pulled up to the approximate required height in the span over the roadway.
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(g) Afte~ checking to make sure the drop wire reel is in a stable position and

its brake is properly set, grasp the free end of the handline. When no

vehicles or pedestrians are approachirlq, raise the drop wire as shown in

Fig. 15. If it is necessary to remove excesc slack from the span as the

wire is being raised, pull the wire at the reel end to obtain desired

slack. Wind excess length of wire on reel.

r

BOWLINE KNOT
TIED AROUND

DROP WIRE

/“

//

RAISING CROP WIRE

II

i
TO APPl?OXiMATE
REQUIRED HEIGHT

BY MEANS OF HANDLINE~

Fig. 15 - Raising Drop Wire -

Reel Method

i
.-

Fig. 16 - Drop Wire Raised to Approximate

Height - Reel Method
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(h) After the drop wire has been raised to the approximate required. b,eight,

serure the handline to the base of the pole (Fig. 16) or to the lower

rungs of the ladder.

(i) Climb the pole or ladcler and attach drop wire to the pole or strand in a

standard manner, without removing handline from the drop wire. Wher

Ca+:t.achingdrop wire to a span clamp, the ladder will force the strand out

of iine. Make necessary adjustments to ensure proper sag and clearance

after the ladder is removed.

(]) Remove handline from drop

reach terminating point.

B. ‘Tree Ir,terference—-

wire . Cut drop wire of sufficient length to

Complete connection in a standard manner.

9.02 Caution: Before placing the drop—— wire across the road with tree inter--

ferenre, fasten the inner end of the drop wire securely to a rigid spoke of

the drop wire reel . Placing drop wire through trees shall be avoided when—

practical. However, if trees cannot be avoided, proceecl in the following

man]ler:

(a) When the tree is located on the same side of the roadway as the building:

(i) Place the drop wire reel on the side toward the pole line. If the

tree overhangs the road, the reel shall not be placed in the road

unless it is properly guarded by means of a company truck or

equivalent.

(2) Warning: The handline and drop wire shall not overhang the road

unless properly guarded. If practical, park the company truck so it

wiil shield the handline and drop wire . Place the handline in the——.—.

desired location among branches of the tree. Attach the drop wire and

pull into position among the branches. A wire raising tool may be

used to facilitate this operation.

(3) Attach drop wire to building, as covered j.n paragraph 9.01 (a) , making

sure the wire rests flat on the ground between tree and building.

(4) Complete wire run across roadway to pole or span clamp as covered in

paragraph 9.01 (bj through (]).

(b) Procedure where tree is located in the j.mmediate vicinity of pole or span

clamp.
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(1) Warning: The handline shall not overhang the street unless guarded.

If practical, position the company truck so it will shield the handline.

Place handline over strand, guard arm drive hook, or cross arm and

among the tree branches so that the drop wire may be raised intc

position. A wire raising tool may be used to facilitate this

operation. After the hanuline is placed, tie it off to the pole or

lower rungs of the ladder to avoid the interference with pedestrians

or vehicles.

(2) Place the drop wire as covered in paragraph 9.01 (a), (c), and (d) and

raise the wire at the pole of strand end of the span as outlined in

Steps (3), (4), (5), and (6).

(3) With the drop wire crossing the roadway and resting flat. on the

ground, remove sufficient wire from drop wire reel to reach the

terminating point.

(4) Tie the drop wire to the handline as shown in Fig. 9. The handline

must be long enough so that both ends are accessible from the ground

during the entire raising operation.

NOTE : If the handline is to be placed over a support or attachment

on which a square knot would snag, fasten the wire to the

handline as shown in Fig. 10.

(5) When no vehicles or pedestrians are approaching, raise the drop wire

by pulling the end of the handline placed over the strand or pole

attachment. If necessary, the handl.ine can be pulled in either

direction to work the drop wire into position as shown in Fig. 11.

(6) After the wire has been raised to the approximate height, tie the

handline to the base of the pole or to the lower rungs of the ladder

and complete the operation as outlined in paragraph 9.01 (i) and (]) .

9.03 When placing drop wire in other areas using the drop wire reel, follow the

procedures outlined in Sections 4 through 8.
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